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Stiffness tomography of eukaryotic intracellular compartments by atomic force microscopy†

Sébastien Janel, Michka Popoff, Nicolas Barois, Elisabeth Werkmeister, Séverine Divoux, Franck Perez and Frank Lafont

Precise localization and biophysical characterization of cellular structures is a key to the understanding of biological processes happening both inside the cell and at the cell surface. Atomic force microscopy is a powerful tool to study the cell surface – topography, elasticity, viscosity, interactions – and also the viscoelastic behavior of the underlying cytoplasm, cytoskeleton or the nucleus. Here, we demonstrate the ability of atomic force microscopy to also map and characterize organelles and microorganisms inside cells, at the nanoscale, by combining stiffness tomography with super-resolution fluorescence and electron microscopy. By using this correlative approach, we could both identify and characterize intracellular compartments. The validation of this approach was performed by monitoring the stiffening effect according to the metabolic status of the mitochondria in living cells in real-time.

Introduction

The mechanical properties of biological materials like cells and tissues are known to play a key role in cell differentiation, cell division, cancer, infectious diseases and other processes. Changes in stiffness are often an early sign of these processes or diseases. Several techniques are being developed or adapted in order to probe these changes. Optical tweezers not only have a high force sensitivity, but also have a small size which permits the detection of stiffness variations at nanometer and subcellular scale. Magnetic resonance and ultrasound are non-invasive techniques but are limited by a poor resolution, above hundreds of micrometers. Deformability cytometry probes mechanics at a very high throughput (microfluidic), but only at the cellular level. Brillouin microscopy is an emerging, non-invasive technique, with a possible resolution below the micrometer. Since its invention in 1986 and its first biological applications in the 90s, atomic force microscopy (AFM) has emerged as one of the best tools to study the cell surface and the mechanical behavior of both cells and tissues. By its design and uses, though AFM is a surface technique, it was still successfully manipulated to analyze the elasticity of intracellular vacuoles, visualize actin filaments in cells, image mitochondria and detect the nucleus.

We demonstrated that segmenting the Force vs. tip/sample Distance (FD) curve obtained during AFM indentation experiments allows extracting stiffness values of defined 3D slices in living cells. This approach further permitted extension to nanotomography although without the identification of the internal structures. This was later tried using AFM and confocal microscopy focusing on the nucleus. This technique permitted the detection of stiffness differences in fixed and living macrophages, the study of living Arabidopsis thaliana cells and bacteria subjected to antibiotics. Other approaches of tomography have been proposed, like using a nanoneedle or using the dynamic modes of an AFM. Another way to gain access to the inside of a cell with the AFM is to unroof it completely, but this alters the cell structure. A variant method has also been used to study human esophageal cells with the identification of the nucleus using confocal microscopy.

Most of the current elasticity experiments realized using AFM on biological samples are focused on comparing the elasticity values of cells. The measurements are often made on more or less random parts of cells and all the elasticity values are collected for comparison between two or more populations. It is known that performing force curves above the nucleus or near the cell border can disperse the measured elasticity values. Here, we demonstrate that single organelles also have an influence on the measurements. Therefore, stiffness tomography contributes to a better understanding of elasticity measurements on cells.
There are still some limitations to studying the elasticity of cells. Living cells are heterogeneous, dynamic, and anisotropic. Consequently, the Hertz/Sneddon models are not thoroughly suitable to describe cells, not even fixed cells. Additionally, Poisson's ratio is assumed to be constant and set to 0.5, which remains to be demonstrated. Moreover, the Hertz/Sneddon models do not consider the viscosity of the sample, which becomes more and more important as the scanning speed of atomic force microscopes increases. Several research groups are working on different approaches for viscosity analysis and hence, there is no doubt that new models will describe the mechanics of cells better. Limitations should also be considered when using stiffness tomography analysis. First, the intracellular compartments have to be reachable to the AFM tip without damaging the cell. Spread cells with a flat cytoplasm are privileged vs. toll cells in which the basal region remains inaccessible to the analysis. As these compartments are differently located inside the cells, the AFM tip must compress a variable amount of cytoplasm before attaining the organelle of interest and therefore it is not possible to compare the stiffness values of organelles from different cells. Instead, analyzing the functional dynamics perturbation induced upon drug exposure can be highly informative. Also, the increase of contact area during indentation with a spherical/conical tip is not considered. This could be solved by using the plateau tip as their contact surface remains constant during indentation. Moreover, the AFM tip must be able to detect the structure thanks to its size and stiffness difference from the surroundings. Resolution is limited by the convolution of the tip with the sample and sensitivity is limited by the spring constant of the cantilever. Nevertheless, the recent AFM probe developments provide the user many opportunities (smaller cantilever with a low spring constant, different tip geometries). The stiffer the organelles inside a soft cytoplasm, the better the contrast, even though soft organelles in a stiff material are theoretically detectable for small indentations. Lastly, the AFM scanning speed must be equal or greater than the dynamics of the observed structure. In this study, we performed stiffness tomography on actin, intracellular bacteria, Golgi apparatus and mitochondria. We found out the latter to be the most challenging, regarding its size, dynamics, and stiffness. Importantly, the identity and position of the intracellular organelle should be ascertained using photonic or electron microscopy to unambiguously correlate the change in stiffness with the presence of the intracellular component.

We propose here to exploit the heterogeneity of the mechanical properties of cells to obtain stiffness contrast at the nanoscale, allowing the detection of intracellular structures. By using a correlative approach, we can identify internal structures not only by their topography and stiffness but also by fluorescent markers and details provided by electron microscopy. The first goal was to unambiguously identify intracellular structures, as most stiffness tomography studies were not correlated with any other type of microscopy. As a proof of concept, this was first performed on fixed cells with the identification of organelles with photonic and electron microscopy. Once the identification of the intracellular structures was validated, our second goal was to follow the stiffness dynamics of these intracellular structures in living cells to carry out biomechanical studies.

### Experimental

#### Mammalian cell culture

PtK2 cells (ATCC, CCL-56) were cultured at 37 °C under a 5% CO₂ atmosphere in Minimum Essential Media (MEM) supplemented with 10% FCS, 2 mM l-glutamine, 100 U ml⁻¹ penicillin G/streptomycin. All reagents were from Gibco, Invitrogen (Life Technologies). Cells were grown at [30–50] % confluency on 35 mm glass-bottom dishes (WillCo-dish, WillCo Wells B.V.) or on 24 mm grid labeled coverslips (Pelco) when electron microscopy was needed.

HeLa cells (ATCC, CCL-2, American Type Culture Collection) were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 2 mM l-glutamine, 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), and 100 U ml⁻¹ penicillin G/streptomycin. HeLa ManII-HRP cells were cultured in DMEM, supplemented with 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 10% FCS and 500 μg ml⁻¹ geneticin (G418).

#### Infection

Yersinia pseudotuberculosis IP32777 was pre-cultured overnight in Lysogeny Broth (BD, Becton Dickinson) at 37 °C under constant agitation. Before use, the bacteria were diluted to 1/50 with fresh medium. When bacteria reached their exponential growing phase (optical density 600 nm between 0.6 and 0.8), they were centrifuged and rinsed with MEM. PtK2 cells were then infected with a Multiplicity of Infection (MOI) of 10. Bacteria/host cell adhesion and synchronization were achieved by centrifugation. Cells were rinsed and gentamycin was added 30 min post infection for 30 min to get rid of extracellular bacteria. Cells were finally rinsed with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) for 15 minutes.

#### Cell staining

PtK2 cells were stained for actin filaments with SiR actin (Spirochrome SC001, Switzerland) for 2 hours. LC3 labeling was performed by first permeabilizing cells with 0.2% Triton X100 in PBS for 5 minutes, and then adding a primary rabbit antibody against human LC3 (MBL, PM036, US-MA), at a 1/500 dilution at 4 °C overnight. This was followed by incubation with a secondary anti-rabbit antibody coupled with a STAR 488 (Abberior, 2-0012-006-5, Germany) at a 1/200 dilution for 1 hour. Bacteria were labeled with 10 μg ml⁻¹ DAPI for 5 minutes.

For live imaging of mitochondria, cells were incubated with 500 nM MitoTracker® (Invitrogen) for 30 minutes.

HeLa cell Golgi crosslinking was achieved as described elsewhere. Briefly, living HeLa cells stably expressing a Golgi-localized horseradish peroxidase (ManII-HRP) were incubated
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with 0.23 mg ml⁻¹ DAB (Sigma Fast Tablets, Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.003% H₂O₂ (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 minutes in PBS (Invitrogen) at 0 °C in the dark. The cells were then either fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate at pH 7.3 for 30 minutes or imaged directly. Golgi apparatus immunolabeling was performed on fixed HeLa cells incubated first with a primary anti-GM130 mouse antibody (BD) for 45 minutes at room temperature and then with a secondary Alexa Fluor® 488-conjugated goat-antimouse antibody (Invitrogen) for 30 minutes at room temperature in the dark.

**Live cell imaging**

Experiments for fixed cells were carried out in PBS (Gibco) while living cells were imaged in MEM (Gibco) without phenol red, supplemented with 25 mM HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich) at 37 °C, using a heating sample holder on the AFM. The fluorescence light source (Lumencor SOLA) was used at the lowest intensity to prevent fluorophore bleaching and phototoxicity on cells.

**Atomic force microscopy**

Mitochondria and bacteria experiments were carried out either on a NanoWizard™ ultra AFM (JPK) coupled to a STED microscope (Stimulated emission depletion, Abberior Instruments), or a NanoWizard™ 3 (JPK) AFM coupled to an Axio Observer. Z1 (Zeiss). Cantilevers were purchased from Olympus (AC40, or a NanoWizard™ scope (Stimulated emission depletion, Abberior Instruments), (300 µm s⁻¹ tip velocity was maximized within the instrument limits field video and live approach curves (no rupture event). The integrity of the cell was monitored by a live bright-field video and live approach curves (no rupture event). The term “apparent Young’s modulus” is used because, on cells, parameters not considered in the model have an influence on the measured value (see Discussion).

However, when a large indentation is performed with a fine indenter on cells, the FD curve shows non-linearities and inhomogeneities (Fig. 1b), which correspond to the differences in the stiffness of internal structures. In these cases of inhomogeneities, the classical Hertz/Sneddon models do not describe the data appropriately. However, interestingly, by restricting the data to small segments, we can obtain the stiffness contrast by calculating the slope of each segment:

\[ \Delta S_i = \frac{\Delta F_i}{\Delta \delta_i}, \]

where \( S_i \) is the stiffness, \( F_i \) is the force and \( \delta_i \) is the indentation of the segment \( i \). Stiffness tomography data can be displayed as 3D maps (XYZ) or as 2D projections (XY) for different indentation depths, as well as tomograms (stiffness slices in the XZ plane). The pixel height is calculated from the point of contact while the apparent stiffness is coded in color at the different indentation steps. This method can be performed on any commercial AFM with the suitable cantilever and parameters.

The AFM data analysis was performed with in-house developed software (pyAF, python Atomic Force). An algorithm based on the fitting of the baseline was used to detect the elasticity analysis, data were fitted by the Sneddon model to extract the elastic modulus of the sample (Fig. 1a):

\[ F = \frac{E \cdot 2 \tan \alpha}{1 - \nu^2} \frac{2}{\pi \delta^3}, \]

where the force \( F \) is related to the indentation \( \delta \) by Young’s modulus \( E \) and Poisson’s ratio \( \nu \) of the sample, and by the half-angle of the tip \( \alpha \). The tip shape is neither purely spherical nor conical, but at a high indentation, the conical shape becomes more prevalent. This model was refined using the bottom effect correction to compensate for the finite thickness of the cell. The term “apparent Young’s modulus” is used because, on cells, parameters not considered in the model have an influence on the measured value (see Discussion).

![Fig. 1](image-url) 

**Fig. 1** Benefits of elasticity or stiffness tomography analyses on cells (a) apparent Young’s modulus (green) calculated by fitting all the points of the indentation curve (black) from the POC (point of contact) using Sneddon’s model; (b) distortions of the FD curve occurring because of the intracellular components being detected and leading to segments with different stiffnesses (blue: soft, red: stiff).
point of contact on the FD curve. A linear fit was done on the baseline of the approach curve. A noise threshold was used to shift the fit along the force axis. The noise parameter can be manually adjusted by the user to optimize the detection of the point of contact. The intersection between this shifted fit and the FD curve defines the position of the point of contact. Then, we either calculated Young’s modulus from the point of contact to a given indentation using Sneddon’s model (with Bottom Effect Correction), or we segmented the indentation curve and computed the slope for each segment for stiffness tomography. The size of the segment must be greater than the instrumental noise but also small enough to detect stiffness differences. It is usually in the range 20–60 nm. Poisson’s ratio was set to 0.5. The AFM maps could be either displayed as flat surfaces (without the topography) or as 3D objects. The different image sizes and resolutions were automatically taken into account using the software.

**Electron microscopy**

After atomic force microscopy and light microscopy, cells were additionally fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate at pH 7.3 for 30 minutes at room temperature. Cells were next contrasted with 1% potassium ferricyanide-reduced osmium tetroxide and then 1% uranyl acetate both for 1 hour at room temperature in the dark. Cells were dehydrated in graded ethanol (VWR) solutions and finally infiltrated with epoxy resin (EMS) and cured for 24 hours at 60 °C. After the removal of the glass-bottom dish with hydrofluoric acid (Sigma-Aldrich) from polymerized resin, cells of interest were relocated thanks to the marks at the resin surface and prepared for sectioning parallel to this surface. Serial sections of 70–80 nm thickness were set down on carbon/formvar-coated slot grids and were observed with a Hitachi H7500 TEM (Milexia, France), and images were acquired with a one Mpixel digital camera from AMT (Milexia, France). See the previously published CLAFEM method for more details.

**Results**

**Mapping stiffness of intracellular elements in fixed cells**

We performed AFM experiments on fixed PtK2 cells infected with the *Yersinia pseudotuberculosis* bacterium. *Y. pseudotuberculosis* is a food-borne infection in humans and can cause mesenteric lymphadenitis, granulomatous disease, and dissemination with sepsis. It can survive intracellularly by subverting the autophagy pathway.

To visualize the intracellular elements with the AFM, cells were infected, fixed, and labeled for the actin cytoskeleton, bacteria and LC3-positive autophagic vacuoles. A single cell was then subsequently imaged by bright field microscopy, fluorescence microscopy, AFM, and finally by electron microscopy (Fig. 2a, f and g, respectively). Fig. 2a shows the real topography of the cell, the so-called zero-force image. No internal compartment is visible, yet we can observe the effect of the fixation on the porosity of the membrane. Fig. 2b shows the height of the z piezo at the end of the indentation. Different stiffnesses within the sample are responsible for different maximum indentations with the same applied force. Some structures, which may correspond to a bacterium, mitochondria and the actin cytoskeleton, become visible. The bacterium (red dashed loop) was confirmed by fluorescence and electron microscopy (Fig. 2f and g). The bacterium was labelled with DAPI and LC3 indicating that the bacterium was in an autophagic vacuole (Fig. 2f left and middle). Correlation could also be obtained for the actin cytoskeleton between AFM and fluorescence observations. The internal pools of actin cables were not visible in Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) because the sections shown did not contain the actin bundles. Finally, mitochondria were identified by electron microscopy (Fig. 2g). After all image acquisition, we calculated the apparent elasticity map (Fig. 2c): the actin pool and the bacterium appear stiffer than the mitochondria. This was confirmed by a quantification of elasticities for the different regions of interest (Fig. 2e). Remarkably, we performed stiffness tomography on the same data at two indentation depths: [0–50] nm and [200–250] nm (Fig. 2d). At a low indentation, we could identify 3 actin bundles. At a higher indentation, these bundles faded indicating that they were on the top of the cell, while the AFM sensed several mitochondria deeper inside the cell. Even though stiffness tomography and TEM could not be performed at the exact same cell depth, we could observe a nice correlation for the mitochondria (white loops in AFM and TEM images).

**Stiffness changes of stressed organelles in living cells**

Mitochondria are responsible for providing energy sources inside the cells. They often form a dense network around the nucleus and are more sparsely distributed on the edges of the cell. They are highly dynamic and can adopt different shapes, and undergo fission and fusion. Recently, the possibility to measure the elasticity of mitochondria in cardiomyocytes was reported. However, the AFM data were not directly correlated with the fluorescence or electron microscopy images of the same mitochondria, hence leading to an indirect interpretation of the results. Some coupling between AFM and fluorescence was also recently achieved by using High-Speed AFM (HS-AFM) imaging, although without providing mechanical information.

In the next experiments, we followed the stiffness changes in living cells. We first had to test whether stiffness tomography measurements were not detrimental to the organelles due to the force applied to the system. The effects of nanomechanical forces on the mitochondria by means of AFM were already reported. The authors stressed out that the forces applied with the tip could be used to divide a mitochondrion, which we further confirmed with our observations. We performed indentation experiments on living cells at 37 °C in HEPES-buffered medium. As shown in Fig. 3b, the standard trigger force does not produce any morphological changes of the mitochondrion. We were then able to move, fuse and even fragment some mitochondria by applying a higher trigger force.
Choosing the appropriate force for stiffness measurements on living cells proved here to be very important. This force will depend on the cell type as well as on the geometry of the tip, as a sharper tip will have a greater local impact on the cell. For the stiffness tomography experiments shown here, the trigger force was set to 1 nN for Olympus AC40 tips, corresponding to an average indentation of 400 nm.

Having established the appropriate conditions that preserve mitochondrial integrity, we monitored the changes in stiffness due to physiological stress. We perturbed mitochondrial physiology using the well-characterized inhibiting drug carbonyl cyanide-3-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP), which uncouples mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation and mainly acts as a protonophore which decreases ATP synthetase function. We were able to follow, in real-time, the effect of the drug disrupting the elongated structure leading to mitochondrial fragmen-
tation, using both light microscopy and AFM (Fig. 4a and b). At the beginning of the experiment, most of the mitochondria adopted a filamentous shape. After 5 minutes of drug exposure, we could already detect perturbations of the tubular network of mitochondria (Fig. 4a and b). We measured through force curve analyses (Fig. 4c) the increasing stiffness of intracellular structures (Fig. 4d) and thanks to light microscopy that we could correlate these structures with the mitochondrial fragments. No such drastic changes were measured in control, non-treated cells (Fig. 4e). The approach described herein and so-called “stiffness tomography” is a robust approach that can be used to characterize living cells under stress, and conveniently correlate the measurements with other microscopy techniques to validate that changes in the stiffness of intracellular structures correspond to well-identified organelles.

**Stiffening of the Golgi apparatus in HeLa cells**

We then applied the technique to another cell line (HeLa) and another type of organelle to show the broad applicability of the technique. In 1898, Camillo Golgi discovered a cellular organ later called the Golgi apparatus. It was one of the first successful staining experiments of an organelle, besides the nucleus, in eukaryotic cells. The discovery was helped by the fact that this organelle is a large structure, which is easy to spot, once correctly stained. The Golgi apparatus is usually located near the nucleus and is composed of a pile of stacked cisternae. Due to its central role in the transport and matu-
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**Fig. 4** Mitochondrion stiffening upon CCCP treatment (a) fluorescence image of the mitochondria inside the living PtK2 cell at 0 minutes (top) and 30 minutes (bottom) of CCCP treatment (scale bar 5 µm); (b) AFM piezo height images at 1 nN; (c) sample approach FD curves from the experiment. Top: homogeneous elastic material, middle and bottom: 2 examples of discontinuities due to stiff organelle encounters (d) stiffness maps for CCCP-treated cells at the [50–100] nm indentation depth (scale bar 2 µm) (left), and the corresponding stiffness values of the mitochondrial region of interest (marked as a dashed white line on maps) as a function of time (mean ± S.E.M) (right); (e) fluorescence image of the mitochondria inside living PtK2 cells for the control (scale bar 5 µm) (left), stiffness maps for control cells at the [60–120] nm indentation depth (scale bar 2 µm) (middle), and the corresponding stiffness values of the mitochondrial region of interest (marked as a dashed white line on maps) as a function of time (mean ± S.E.M) (right).
ration of proteins and lipids, its deregulation leads to several
diseases.39 The Golgi apparatus has already been studied with
correlative light and electron microscopy, but, to our knowl-
dge, not with AFM.

To increase the stiffness of the Golgi apparatus and to have a
contrasted staining in EM, we used stable HeLa cells express-
ing the ManII-HRP construct (HRP, Horseradish Peroxidase
Enzyme). F. Jollivet et al. showed that it was possible to cross-
link the HRP-positive Golgi apparatus using DAB (3,3′-diami-
nobenzidine) in the presence of a low concentration of H2O2
in living cells.31 This should lead, a priori, to stiffer cisternae.

We first explored the possibility of detecting this organelle in
fixed HeLa cells without DAB crosslinking. We fixed the
cells and immunolabeled the Golgi apparatus for fluorescence
microscopy. Bright-field microscopy can be used to select a
cell of interest (Fig. S1†). The confocal image then gives the
localization of the Golgi apparatus (Fig. 5a). Analyzing the
AFM indentation data above few hundreds of nanometers
allowed revealing of the Golgi structures (Fig. 5b). It was poss-
ible to quantify the stiffness of the Golgi structure (inside the
dashed loop) vs. the one of the surrounding cytoplasm (Fig. 5c). We noted a significant increase (× 1.23, unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction) in stiffness. Finally, the ultra-
structure was acquired with TEM (Fig. 5d).

In the next step, we crosslinked cisternae with DAB. The
Golgi apparatus was still clearly visible by fluorescence (Fig. 5e), and, as expected,31 we did not observe any difference with the non-treated sample (Fig. 5a). Regions corresponding
to parts of the Golgi apparatus showed a clear contrast in
stiffness, corresponding to the cross-linked organelle at an
indentation depth around 1 μm (Fig. 5f). This was confirmed
with the quantification of stiffness where we noted a greater
increase (× 1.95, unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction) in the
Golgi region (inside the dashed loop) vs. the cytoplasm. We
further explored the structures of the cross-linked Golgi using
TEM, and the correlated analysis between the three microscopy
techniques is shown in Fig. S2.†

To our knowledge, we report here for the first time the
possibility of detecting mechanical changes affecting the Golgi
apparatus at high resolution with the help of the AFM, without
any specific sample preparation.

Discussion

We are confident that this work will open new opportunities to
approach the inner life of cells. The applications are multifold.
Cells could be systematically scanned for the detection of
harder or softer features, and these could be correlated with
optical or electron microscopy. Comparative experiments inves-
tigating cell response to treatment between healthy cells and
damaged cells from patients are also one of the next major
steps to be achieved. For example, it is known that the elas-
ticity of cells changes in the case of cancer,3,4 but it has not
been further studied if such changes can be itemized for the
single organelles in cells. Disorders affecting lipids as in dia-
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Fig. 5  Golgi apparatus stiffening inside HeLa cells (a) fluorescence image of the Golgi apparatus inside the fixed HeLa cells (scale bar 1 μm), (b) stiffness map at the [420–440] nm indentation depth, (c) boxplot of apparent stiffness for the surrounding cytoplasm and the Golgi apparatus, (d) TEM ultrastructure of the Golgi, (e) fluorescence image of the crosslinked Golgi apparatus inside the fixed HeLa cell (scale bar 1 μm), (f) stiffness map at the [900–920] nm indentation depth, (g) boxplot of apparent stiffness for the surrounding cytoplasm and the crosslinked Golgi apparatus and (h) TEM ultrastructure of the crosslinked Golgi.
betes or lysosomal storage diseases could also be interesting to be studied by the method described herein. It adds valuable information on the morphology and ultrastructure of the imaged organelles, which we can now directly correlate with stiffness measurements and optical imaging. The benefit offered in correlating electron microscopy with super-resolution fluorescence and AFM approaches,29 using the so-called CLAFEM (correlated light atomic force microscopy) method, resides in obtaining ultrastructural information on the shape of internal structures of organelles, e.g. mitochondria. EM gives information on organelles not labeled with chromophores but participating in the local elasticity. Aggregates have been described in the mitochondria e.g. calcium phosphate granules in osteoblasts during mineralization.40 Moreover, it has been shown that the importation of misfolded proteins into mitochondria played an important role in proteostasis with impacts during ageing and neurodegenerative diseases.41 Finally, a wealth of studies established the presence of aggregates inside organelles (e.g. ER and degradative pathway) with diseases linked to quality control and cell alteration. Combining the elasticity survey at the onset of the phenomenon and the identification of the organelle provides a new tool to better understand both the molecular basis operating and the associated signaling responses.

Improvements of this methodology are expected according to the technical development for each microscopy. On the AFM side, improvements in the scanning speed42 and the introduction of new force–distance modes43,44 are promising. Following the mechanical dynamics of a single intracellular organelle over time using AFM could be achieved at a video frame rate. Improvements in high-resolution optical microscopy, like Stimulated-Emission-Depletion (STED) microscopy,45 may also allow one to have access to the position of structures with nanometer resolution in living cells with higher acquisition rates, in three dimensions. Concerning electron microscopy, the development of algorithms for compensating the deformation of the sample during preparation and cutting will be of great help to better superimpose EM images with the AFM and fluorescence images.

**Conclusions**

In the present work, we showed the possibility to both see and feel the inner membrane compartments of a cell. We had access to the precise localization of organelles and microorganisms inside cells and to their mechanical properties. The stiffness tomography takes advantage of the contrast obtained from the stiffness maps to locate structures inside cells without specific sample preparation or staining, and additionally, it gives mechanical information at the nanoscale, which has not been accessible through other techniques to date. Optical microscopy and TEM added valuable and complementary information to the mechanical measurements. The former provides the online identity of several compartments studied whereas the latter allows ultrastructure analysis on the total height of the sample. Hence, new avenues are now opened to see and feel the same inner membrane compartments of a cell allowing another layer of analysis in the biomedicine field.
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